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Fun adventures of amismatched and tireless
team of scientists: the wise toad-professor
LeFrog, his faithful assistant, a white rat
named Ratschtein and a small apprentice,
the naughty crow Crowny, who is the
main cause and initiator on many of their
troubles.

Constant “conflicts“ of interest among
these heroesmixedwith a serious scientific
process and a lot of funny and curious

moments provide all the features for a
fascinating children’s series that will put a
smile on the faces of the older ones aswell.

Great entertainment with extraordinary
discoveries, interesting and daring experi-
ments and adventures that end in “peace
and friendship”.

Format: 20 x 5 min.
Style: CG 3D animation

Target Demographic: family
Available in: 16:9 HD

Producer: Ukrainian Media Group,
Ukraine

Language: Non-dialogue,
No dubbing needed!
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Lucy has recently moved with her parents
into a very old house in Seeberg. It once
belonged to a famous astronomer. One
night she discovers in the attic a mysterious
star chart with an inscription. After she
read aloud the magic words on this paper,
three bulky MOFFELS plop down through
the roof’s trapdoor: Leopold, Panini and
Bruno.

These chubby half-fairies come from a far
away star and are commissioned to fulfill
Lucy ONE wish every night. From now on
Lucy can’t wait until her mom says good
night. Together with THE MOFFELS she
discovers the wonderful world of nightly
adventures.

Charismatic characters combined with
superior animation.

Format: 39 x 5 min. and
7 song ep. x 5 min.

Style: 3D animation with painted elements
Target Demographic: 3-6 years old

Available in: 16:9 HD
Producer: DIGITRICK/TFG ToonFilms,

Germany
Language: German,
English subtitles
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Learn the basics of music AND have fun in
Mimmit Music School!

The lively Mimmit Music School is a place
where children can sing, play various
instruments, dance, have fun with rhythms,
learn the basics of music theory and enjoy
musical adventures.

The program has a strong emphasis on
pedagogy but all learning happens while
playing and having fun.

The participants are enthusiastic kinder-
garten-aged children and a band of top
musicians in addition to Mimmit.

Format with animation and screenplay.
The series is easily scripted to fit a slot
between 20 to 30 minutes.

Format: 20 x 20-30 min.
Style: Live action with animated parts
Target Demographic: 3-6 years old

Available in: 16:9 HD
Producer:MIMMIT Music, Finland

Language: Finnish
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MIMMIT – the two sisters from
Brindlebrass forest – take us through
the seasons of nature, to the mystical
fairytale world of the Nordic countries
and from there all around the world.
Finest instrumental music and the
folkloristic style makes this series a
feast for the eyes and the ears.

The MIMMIT episodes are musical tales
in which the MIMMIT have adventures

in their homeforest and also travel to
distant lands. There they meet enchan-
ting characters – familiar from tales
and fables – such aswitches, princesses,
exotic animals, trolls and monsters.
Even a talkingtree…The general
approach of the series is a concern for
the environment.

A very refreshing series with danceable
world music and Nordic mystique.

Format: 39 x 5 min.
Style: 2D animation

Target Demographic: 3-7 years old
Available in: 16:9 HD

Producer:MIMMIT Music, Finland
Language: English, Finnish
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Come and make crafts, cook, bake, and
watch fabulous animated fairy tales with
the wonderful Mimmit duo from Finland!

The Mimmit live in the middle of the
Brindlebrass Forest where they make
crafts and baked goods, watch colorful
animations inspired by folk stories and listen
to the old folk wisdom of the mythical
sea monster.

The second season of Mimmikoto sees
introduction of theWise Man, who seems
to know all the answers to questions
about nature and animals. Format: 40 x 15 min.

Style: Live show with animated parts
Target Demographic: 2-6 years old

Available in: 16:9 HD
Producer:MIMMIT Music, Finland

Language: Finnish
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What would happen if all the children
of the world had the same imaginary
friend?

Pipo is every child’s imaginary friend.
His wandering spirit and willingness to
play, take him to the child who needs

his help.Wherever in the world his
friends are, Pipo brings them fantastic
adventures to help them solve their
problems.

Format: 26 x 6 min.,
Style: 2D animation

Target Demographic: 4-6 years old
Available in: 16:9 HD

Producer: La Mar Media Lab,
Colombia

Language: English, Spanish



Rule his kingdom??? The Little King has
more important things to do than that!
Like building snowanimals which always
melt, giving names to all the flowers in the
castle gardens – a kingly chaos, or tossing
pancakes which stick to the ceiling.

On all his adventures, the Little King is
accompanied by the storyteller who gives
him good advice.

And from time to time the Little Princess
pays a visit to her cousin, the Little King.

Together with his animal friends, the
Little King makes believe he is someone
else: a pirate, Santa Claus, a knight, a cat, a
photographer and many more. Although
his own ideas sometime astound him, he
still sets out on new adventures and never
gives up until he finds the right solution.

Format: 65 x 5 min. and
7 Specials x 5/15 min.
Style: 2D animation

Target Demographic: 3-6 years old
Available in: 16:9 HD

Producer: Imediat, Germany
Language: German,
English subtitles
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BEDIDU is the cute baby brother of
Mimi and Bobo. BEBIDU loves to play
with them. But he is still too little to
keep up all the time. That’s why clever
little BEBIDU simply changes the rules.

In an understandable and playful way,
the series introduces simple plots of
interaction and experiences at home
to infants and toddlers. The characters

BEBIDU, Mimi and Bobo are carefully
created so that small children can
instantly relate to them. The series
encourages children to listen, follow
and comprehend the action presented.

Format: 13 x 5 min. and
3 Specials x 5 min.
Style: 2D animation

Target Demographic: 1-4 years old
Available in: 4:3 or 16:9 SD
Producer: Imediat, Germany

Language: No dubbing needed
(infant speech pattern)
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Welcome to the wonderful world of Mati
and Dada, where learning meets creativity
and imagination.

Seven-year-old Mati, a cheerful young girl
with a zesty passion for art, is magically
transported into the lives of great artists by
her eccentric sidekick, Dada. Together, these
two friends go on exciting adventures,
solving little mysteries and getting caught
up in bumbling confusions, en route to
learning about art from the masters.

Adventuring into the lives and artworks
of great artists is filled with intrigues and
tons of fun:
– Getting lost inside a Jackson Pollock
masterpiece

– Taking a ride on a Leonardo da Vinci
helicopter design.

– Helping Vincent Van Gogh get a runaway
cloud back into his painting.

Format: 39 x 7,5 min.
Style: 2D animation

Target Demographic: 4-8 years old
Available in: 16:9 HD

Producer: Achtoons - RAI Fiction, Italy
Language: English
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Polpetta is a sweet and friendly alien, from a planet far far away.
Unfortunately, our spacey friend forgot to fill the gas of his
spaceship, and crash landed on Earth. Polpetta finds himself
stranded on an unknown planet, all by himself. Soon he will
make friends with the animals of the forest. Every day, while
looking for fuel for his spaceship, he will face new adventures,
learning new things about the forest and its cute inhabitants.

Will he ever make it home?

Format: S1: 13 x 5 min.,
S02: 13 x 5 min.,
S03: 13 x 5' min.,
S04: 13 x 5 min

Style: 2D animation
Target Demographic: 2-7 years old

Available in: 16:9 HD
Producer: Grugnostudios Animation, Italy

Language: English, Italian
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Salmigondis TELLS… the incredible
adventure of toys that were abandoned,
forgotten or rejected. On a stormy night,
in extraordinary and inexplicable circum-
stances, they became HUMAN! Delightful,
hilarious humans! Nine characters who
now live together in a parallel universe
where they have each recreated their very
own world.

Imagine a ballerina, who is a bit of a diva,
who would like to be a princess in a fairy

tale, an elite rescuer who is TOO eager, and
a witch who rocks! Add a clumsy cowboy,
a friendly monster, a video game super-
hero and her “robot” sidekick, as well as a
slightly grumpy pirate and his slow-witted
matey!

It’s not easy living in a ragtag world like
Salmigondis. Thankfully, in Salmigondis,
humour triumphs over all conflicts!

Format: 195 x 24 min.
Style: Live action

Target Demographic: 4-7 years old
Available in: 16:9 HD

Producer: Téléfiction, Canada
Language: French
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Guardians Evolution is a high-concept,
stop-motion, animated show targeted
at boys aged 6-9. It offers high-octane
action; sharp, witty characters; just the
right amount of comedy; and a fresh
take on the post-apocalyptic genre,
with its ingrained themes of humanism

and environmentalism. A cautionary
tale, Guardians Evolution depicts the
adventures of a group of idealistic
teens, as they strive to rebuild
civilization and usher in a new era
of Enlightenment.

Format: 18 x 30 min.,
Season completed

Style: animation, stop-motion
Target Demographic: 6-9 years old

Available in: 16:9 HD
Producer: Guardians Productions,

Canada
Language: English
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The place to go to answer all your science-
related questions— it’s the One Stop
Science Shop. Do-it-yourself experiments,
a hologram entry phone, and fun stories
about great scientists help visiting kids to
understand some of the trickiest principles
of science.

Topics: TheWonders of
DNA - Really Remarkable
Robotics - How do Plants
Eat and Drink? - Bouncing
and Bending Light -

Communicating withoutWires - Mapping
and Levels – Marvellous Medicine and First
Aid -Multiple Applications ofMagnets -
Microscopic Revelations - Fun with
Pressure and Hydraulics - Following the
Fibre Optic Trail - Tension and Chemical
Kinetics - Looking for Minuscule Microbes

- Environmental Science - Fascinating
Fossils - Lighting the Solar System
– The Periodic Table - Micro Mycology -
Electric Current and Power - Green Science
and Recycling - Programming and Coding
- Engaging Engineering – Astounding
Astronomy - Spectroscopes and Light -
Heat and Energy

Format: 26 x 15 min.,
or 13 x 30 min.

Style: 2D animation
Target Demographic: 7-12 years old

Available in: 16:9 HD
Producer: Da Vinci Learning, Germany

Language: English version and
Chinese, Vietnamese, Mandarin

subtitles
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A hilarious sitcom about four young
adults who work at a campground
where the Boss is an agoraphobic bear.

Every day Dave (the wildlife and
forest guy), Murphy (the ladies’man),
Melanie (the wisecracking city girl)
and Eric (the self-absorbed, deceitful
poet-accountant) must work together
to protect their workplace against a
wild variety of perils ranging from the
downright silly to the supernatural.
Whether it is a group of stingy hippies

who refuse to pay their bill or
an infestation of soul-snatching
will-o’-the-wisps, problems always
arise or danger is always lurking
at the campground.

Add to that the ludicrous demands
the Boss (a bear who never comes out
of his office) keeps making, the dismal
state of the accounts (no one has been
paid for months!), and life as a Camp-
ground employee is nowalk in the park!

Format: 26 x 30 min.
Style: sitcom

Target Demographic: 9-14 years old
Available in: 16:9 HD

Producer: Fair-Play, Canada
Language: French
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Fluffy Marky is the story of a young“bum”,
who wakes up transformed overnight into
a puppet, thereby losing his status, his
popularity and his bearings, turning from
bully to bullied.

Marky, head of the “Death Trio”, a band
that terrorizes the kids at school, was
unknowingly poisoned by the largest nerd
of the school, Jerome, Marky’s favourite
victim for years, making him the new
victim. Following the ingestion of the

poison, Marky transforms into a puppet,
which will cause a complete change in
his life, for he tumbles from the top of the
pyramid of adolescent hierarchy.

PRIX GÉMEAUX 2016 AWARDS –“Best Series
or Original Series produced for Digital
Media: Youth”and“Best Interpretation for
a Series or Original Series produced for
Digital Media: Youth” (Etienne Galloy).

Format: 4 seasons:
S1with 8 x 7min.,
S2 with 8 x 7 min. ,
S3 with 9 x 7 min.,
S4 with 8 x 7 min.,
or 4 x 48 min.,

Style: live action
Target Demographic: 9-14 years old

Available in: 16:9 HD
Producer: Blachfilms, Canada
Language: Parisian French,

Canadian French,
English subtitles available
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Ben’s City is a prime-time animated sitcom
from French Canadian celebrity comedian
François Pérusse featuring a crew of oddball
characters living in a large cosmopolitan city.

Along with Ben Hardy, our thirty-so-
mething hero, is his girlfriend Sophie
N’Guyen, his boss, MinisterWallet, his

best friend Scott Garner and his suburban
neighbour Mrs. Shrink, the newscaster,
Edith Brown, and the reporter Gavin Von.
Pérusse uses the pretext of everyday life to
create an extreme parody as his charac-
ters careen from one bizarre adventure to
another.

Format: 23 x 22 min.
Style: animated sitcom

Target Demographic: teens and
young adults

Available in: 16:9 HD
Producer: Oasis Animation, Canada

Language: English, French
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In the village of Bouillon, a strange
crew runs an old motel built near
a thermal spring with mysterious
properties. The team is made up of
repulsive monsters, a crazy old man,
and Magalie, a clumsy yet clever 15
year-old teen. Together, they must
overcomemany obstacles to keep the
motel open because the survival of
the monster species depends on it.

Living together isn’t always easy but
Magalie and the monsters learn to
adapt to each other, become friends
despite their differences and, together,
face the scary challenges of pre-teen life!

PRIX GÉMEAUX 2016 AWARD –“Best
First Role: Youth” (Anie Richer)

Format: 128 x 24 min.
Style: live action

Target Demographic: 9-14 years old
Available in: 16:9 HD

Producer: Slalom, Canada
Language: French, English subtitles
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In addition to the series with 21x 24min.
- Exclusive! AOne-Off-Series

Magalie‘s portraitmysteriously appears in
the old sorcery book andwe discover that
shewas predestined to replace Hector as
Guardian of theMagic Spring and all monst-
rous creatures. From all corners of theworld,
she is quickly summoned by creatures of all
sorts who require her help. Slightly over-
whelmedwith this new venture, she turns to
her friends for help. Together, they become
„l‘ESCOUADE“, a tactical team (quite dysfun-

ctional to say the least but a teamnonethe-
less!) ready to conquer theworld and help
monsters across the globe! Teamwork has its
fair share of challenges and everyone seems
to have their own personal agenda. That
said, the„ESCOUADE“memberswill have to
learn how to compromise and unite their
strengths and knowledge in order to defeat
the evil reptile Rah-Bayire, who is seeking
themagical powers of the Spring.

Will they succeed and avoid aMonstrous
Doomsday?

Format: 21 x 24 min.
- Exclusive! A One-Off-Series

Style: Live action
Target Demographic: 9-14 years old

Available in: 16:9 HD
Producer: Slalom, Canada

Language: French
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Clear the way! Clear the way! Mr. Craquepoutte is back!
Rediscover or discover the postman-stationmaster
straight out of the hit series Toc Toc Toc! Follow the
hilarious and zany adventures of this overconfident
character, reminiscent of Mr. Bean, but with his
very own colorful personality!

90 x 90 sec. - live action - for 4-7 years old - in 16:9 HD
- Téléfiction, Canada - French

123 GÉANT
The 1,2,3… Géant universe is completely fantastic and exists nowhere
else… except perhaps in storybooks! In the land of Arbra, in the relics of
an old castle, one world is right on top of other! Jean Jean the Giant and
his children, Rose and Olivo, live above ground while the underground
belongs to the Soussis, these little turbulent and unmannerly critters.
Gravitating around them are Mosa, the fairy, and M. Ding Dong. 1,2,3…
Géant is a delightful series in which all elements are combined to support
children in their process of self-discovery and adaptation to the world.

195 x 24 min. - live action - for 2-5 years old - in 16:9 HD
- Téléfiction, Canada - French
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Further series are available for German speaking Europe,
Benelux, Scandinavia, CEE Central and Eastern Europe:

Wapos Bay
The kids ofWapos Bay love adventure. Their playground
is a vast area that’s been home to their Cree ancestors for
millennia. Ten-year-old T-Bear, 9-year-old Talon and 6-
year-old Raven star inWapos Bay, a lighthearted stop-
motion animation series about growing up in a remote
Cree community. InWapos Bay, modern life and ancient
traditions meet. Hunting and gathering, dog sledding
and shimmering northern lights are part of every day but
so are video games, TV and cell phones. Guided by elders,
extended family and their own insatiable curiosity, the
three children learn how to balance traditional ways with
newer ones. As they explore the world around them, the
three children acquire some valuable lessons about respect,
cooperation, honesty and tolerance. And of course, they
also teach the adults a few things.

34 x 24 min. - Canada
in English, French, Cree, Inuk for 6-8 year olds 22



Pepe & Colori
Discover Pepe and Colori, two young travelling toucans,
always cheerful, that spread harmony through fun-filled
musical adventures.
In their quest for harmony that takes them around the world,
Pepe and Colori help their friends settle their conflicts with
magical notes of all colours that come from the Tree of Harmony.

50 x 90 sec. - Canada
in English and French for 2-6 year olds

Music with Emily
Join Emily and jump into her joyful award winning music.
Emily, singer, songwriter, musical story teller and educator, includes original
selections from her Parents‘ Choice award winning album, along with
traditional tunes, to create video episodes that are both educational and
entertaining. She integrates the FUN-damentals of music with language,
reading, social studies…to create mini-musical adventures that children
and adults enjoy and want to watch again and again.

10 x 3 min. - United States in English for 1-5 year olds
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Brady‘s Beasts
Twelve-year-old Brady has a unique way of communi-
cating with monsters. A real “Doctor Ghoulittle”, Brady
tirelessly purses his dream in which men and monster will
one day live together in harmony. However, integrating
monsters into quiet suburban life with their lack of social
skills is not easy. Naturally the adults are terrified, but the
kids grow to love them and monsters become the new
pets! However Brady never gives up searching for his own
pet monster, last seen making a run for it…

26 x 24 min. / 52 x 12 min. - Canada
in English and French for 8-12 year olds

Klootz
Follow the adventures of an absolutely hilarious duo!
With these buffoons, everyday situations become the starting point
of a huge misadventure filled with hilarious blunders.

52 x 90 sec. - Canada
non-dialogue for family
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Sea Dogs
The series follows the escapades of the captain and crew of a
beat up old freighter as it carries cargo to exotic far-away ports
of call. With Captain Leo at the helm these “salty dogs” face the
perils of the deep and unknown dangers at every turn. Each
voyage is an adventure with action-filled excitement and
fun-loving entertainment.

13 x 26 min. - Canada
English, French, Spanish for 4-9 year olds

Lion of Oz
In this animated prequel to “TheWizard of Oz“ written by Frank Baum‘s
great grand son, Roger Baum, a young circus lion is awarded a Badge of
Courage and goes on a magical journey to the Land of Oz. Once there,
the lion makes the ultimate sacrifice: he gives up his beloved Badge of
Courage to save the magical Flower of Oz from theWickedWitch of the
East. He becomes a cowardly lion until he meets up with Dorothy, but
that’s another story!

A beautifully animated story for the whole family, destined to be a classic.

1 x 72 min. - Canada
English, French German for 6-12 year olds
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Mega Babies
An out-of-this-world, fast-paced adventure featuring
three super-powered, diapered orphans who battle the
many evil menaces lurking throughout the universe using
turbo fart missiles and projectile vomiting. It’s sick, it’s
twisted, it’s MEGACOOL. A MEGA ratings grabber!
Every episode will follow 3 or 4 separate stories that show
our kids learning life‘s lessons the hard way.

52 x 11 min. / 26 x 22 min. - Canada
English, French, German, Neutral Spanish, Brazilian
Portuguese for 6-12 year olds

Sagwa -The Chinese Siamese Cat
Emmy award-winning SAGWA: The Chinese Siamese Cat features
the escapades of a curious young cat name Sagwa. Amidst the
intriguing culture of long-ago China, Sagwa sets out to explore the
world and her place in it, even when it involves taking some risks.
With her soaring imagination, she discovers that there is more than
one way to view the world and, that you’re never too small for your
own voice to be heard.

40 x 22 min. / 80 x 12 min. - Canada
English, French, Neutral Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese for the 4-7
year olds
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The Little Flying Bears
Magic comes alive in this enchanting series that combines
fantasy adventureswith reality issues in a stunning kaleidoscope of
colour and movement. Young audiences delight as our winged
heroes show how bravery, loyalty, imagination and co-operation
can overcome danger, resolve conflicts and restore harmony to
their enchanted Forest home.

39 x 26 min. - Canada
English, Spanish for 4-9 year olds

Sharky & George
The fun-filled adventures of two brainy- and briny- private eyes who are
always in the swim of it. As crime busters of the deep, no mystery is too
unfathomable for Sharky, the wise cracking pink shark, and his pilot fish
sidekick, George. From their office in the depth of Seacago, capital of
the seven seas, Sharky and George do battle against all those slippery
villains who try to “mussel” in on honest denizens of the deep.

52 x 26 min. - Canada
English, French, Spanish for 4-9 year olds
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